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We’re going to share some information about LOTT’s Reclaimed Water Infiltration Study.Introductions…



Presentation Outline 

 Study Background 
 

 Public Involvement Activities 
 Phase 1 – Getting Started 
 Phase 2 - Scoping 
 Phase 3 - Implementation 
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In the presentation, we will review:Study BackgroundAnd public involvement activities we have completed or plan to do in each phase of the study



Outfall 

 

Plant 
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A little about LOTT:Our central treatment plant is located in downtown OlympiaTreat about 11 million gallons a day to advanced secondary standards (nitrogen removal)Discharge to Budd Inlet, which is water quality impaired That is one reason why our long-range plan looks to production of reclaimed water to meet future capacity needsPublic is generally very supportive of reclaimed waterThey supported the focus on reclaimed water back when LOTT’s long-range wastewater management plan was developed in the late 1990s.



Budd Inlet  
Reclaimed Water Plant 
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Produce reclaimed water using a sand filter process at our Budd Inlet plantThat water is used for irrigation of local parks, decorative fountains, dust-suppression,And in a new interactive water feature in downtown Olympia



  Martin Way Reclaimed Water Plant 
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Also produce reclaimed water at a satellite plant in Lacey, using membrane bioreactor processThat water is sent through a series of constructed wetlands and thenRecharged to groundwater



In the News…  
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Over the last few years, with media attention about pharmaceuticals and personal care products,Members of the public have raised questions about the safety of using reclaimed water for groundwater recharge



Study Background 
 Community concerned about the fate of 

pharmaceuticals and personal care products  
 Are compounds removed from reclaimed water? 
 Is it safe to recharge reclaimed water to groundwater? 

 
 Lack local data to answer these questions 

 
 Long-range plan depends on expanded recharge 
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Their concerns focused on the fate of PPCPs: Do PPCPs remain in reclaimed water? What happens to them during recharge? Do they pose risks to human health or the environment?Since groundwater is the primary source of drinking water for our communities, community members and policymakers are understandably concerned about protecting that resourceCurrently lack local data to answer these types of questions,In order to address community concerns, we needed to fill these data gaps Decided to conduct a large-scale, scientific study



Groundwater Recharge Scientific Study 
Study Goals 
1) Improve scientific understanding of local groundwater, reclaimed 

water and compounds of potential concern 

2) Foster meaningful community-wide dialogue about these issues 

3) Provide scientific data and community perspectives to help 
policymakers make informed decisions 

4) Ensure the scientific study and public involvement processes are 
credible, objective, transparent 
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Initially started with these goals in mind: Improve scientific understandingFoster community-wide dialogueProvide both the science and the community perspectives to policymakersEnsure the whole process is credible, objective, and transparent



Study Structure 
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Study developed with a dual track structure:Not only do we need to gather and analyze local data,But need community dialogue about the study findingsto decide the best way forward to manage wastewater capacity needs and protect our groundwater resourcesSo, on the public involvement side of things,our Board of Directors made it clear that they wanted to see a public involvement effort that was:Pro-activeUsed a varied communication toolsGathered broad-based public input to foster meaningful discussion about issues



Proposed First Steps 

 Gain understanding of public opinion 
 Structured interviews 
 Random sample telephone survey 
 Citizen focus groups 

 
 Develop a comprehensive public involvement plan 
 

Board of Directors reaction:   
Something is missing! 
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So, we went to the Board with these proposed first steps:Conduct public opinion research through: structured interviews, telephone survey, and focus groupsAnd use the information gathered to develop a Public Involvement Plan and their response was: Something is missing!



Community Advisory Group 
 

 Mission: 
 Develop understanding of community concerns 
 Ensure those concerns are addressed 
 Guide effective public involvement efforts 

 
 Selection Process 

 Objective and inclusive 
 Intent - complete selection in 6 weeks, get going in October 2012 
 39 applications/staff review/board selection 
 Reality – took twice as long as expected, first meeting was December 
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Board directed us to form a citizen advisory group for StudyWith the mission to:Help us Develop understanding of community concernsEnsure those concerns are addressed through the studyGuide effective public involvement effortsFirst challenge was how to select members for this advisory group:Board wanted broad representationBut also wanted a fair amount of control in selectionWorked with the Board to establish “touchstone” interest categories and identify community groups that represented those categories (things like business interests, agriculture, environmental groups, etc.)Reach out to touchstone groups and public to solicit applicationsBoard reviewed applications and suggested top candidatesSeveral rounds to establish a diverse, representative group of 16 In the end, selection process took twice as long as expected, put us behind schedule a few months



Community Advisory Group 
 Role: 

 Become familiar with reclaimed water, related issues 
 

 Identify questions related to using reclaimed water to recharge 
groundwater 
 

 Advise about effective ways to address questions and issues 
 

 Assist with preparations for public opinion research 
 Recommend interview question areas 
 Suggest stakeholders to be interviewed 

 
 Recommend ways to effectively engage the public 
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This is the role established for the advisory groupIt was advertised along with the application information so that people would understand what they were signing up for,Then the group agreed to it formally as part of their Principles of Participation at their first meeting,Had to revisit it often,As group members were intensely interested in the science side of the study and this role focused primarily on public involvement track



Community Advisory Group 
 Phase 1 Meetings: 

 Background context 
 i.e. why recharge with reclaimed water? 

 Technical presentations 
 i.e. what do we know currently about PPCPs in reclaimed water? 

 Discussions about public opinion research 
 Developing survey tools 
 Reviewing results 

 Discussions about public involvement 
 Suggestion for public involvement 
    tools and activities  
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Phase 1 work with the advisory group involved a series of 5 meetingsContent for those meetings generally included:Some background context, like…A technical presentation about reclaimed water, recharge, PPCPs, or soil aquifer treatmentPlanning for public opinion researchDiscussions about effective public involvement



Community Advisory Group 
 Challenges: 

 Background context 
 i.e. why recharge reclaimed water? 

 Technical presentations 
 i.e. what do we know about presence of PPCPs in reclaimed water? 

 Discussions about public opinion research 
 Developing survey tools 
 Reviewing results 

 Discussions about public involvement 
 Suggestions for public involvement tools and activities  
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What were some of the challenges we faced with the advisory group in that first phase?As I just mentioned, the group had a difficult time understanding, or accepting their role, And the intent to have them focus on the public involvement track of the studyThey were so interested in the science that they tended to spend their focus and energies there(Click) So while we were trying to get feedback from them on public opinion research and involvement activities,(Click) They were much more interested in the background context for the study and the technical aspectsWhile they struggled with their role, they did help us develop quality public opinion research tools, 



Public Opinion Research 
 Telephone Survey 

 Random digit dial within general service area 
 400 respondents, reflective of census data 

 
 Key Findings 

 Water quality is top environmental concern 
 High awareness that groundwater is drinking water source 
 Low initial concern about recharging with reclaimed water 
 Concern about recharge increases as information about 

compounds/contaminants increases 
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Advisory group members were concerned about potential for bias, skeptical about study team’s objectivity, unfamiliar with technical constraints of surveys (which translates to: they wanted to ask LOTS of survey questions!)Had to work through issues like:We can only ask so many questions in a 10 minute phone surveySome questions might be better asked later in the process, further into the study (things like: are you willing to pay more for a higher level of treatment that might remove more PPCPs?)Once we worked through these issues, they were satisfied with the survey toolWe conducted 400 phone interviews (which translates to a 95% confidence interval) Key findings were:Water quality is top environmental concernPeople were generally aware groundwater is source of drinking waterLow initial concern about recharging with reclaimed waterConcern about recharge increases as information about compounds/contaminants increases



Public Opinion Research 
 Structured Interviews 

 53 community leaders 
 1 – 1.5 hours each 

 
 Findings 

 Higher awareness about recharge than general public 
 High awareness/concern about contaminants  
 Good advice regarding questions/public engagement 
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Also conducted 53 in-depth, in-person interviews with community membersAdvisory group helped develop the questionnaire and identify intervieweesFindings included:This group had higher awareness about recharge than general publicHigh awareness/concern about contaminants Good advice regarding questions/public engagement



Community Advisory Group 

 Key Outcomes of Phase 1: 
 Quality public opinion research tools 
 Comprehensive Public Involvement Plan 
 Extensive list of community questions 

 

 Advisory Group Outcomes: 
 Common level of understanding re: issues 
 Coming together on role of the group 
 Higher level of confidence in study team 
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Overall, Phase 1 was successfulKey Outcomes included:Quality public opinion research toolsComprehensive Public Involvement PlanAlso compiled an extensive list of community questions, which helped us with study scopingAdvisory Group developed:Base understanding of issuesComing together on role of the groupHigher level of confidence in study teamOf the 16 members, 13 decided to continue their service into Phase 2



Lessons Learned from Phase 1 
 Everything takes longer than you plan! 

 Especially selection of advisory group members 

 
 Be willing to circle back and  
  revisit key questions 

 
 Give it some time to gel 

 Takes time to get everyone on same playing field 
 Takes time for group to get comfortable 
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So, some lessons learned:Everything takes longer than you plan!Especially selection of advisory group membersBe willing to circle back and revisit key questionsGive it some time to gelTakes time to get everyone on same playing fieldTakes time for group to get comfortable



Phase 2 
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Phase 2 Study Scoping 
Key Question Areas 

1) What is in our water (reclaimed water, wastewater, drinking 
water, local surface and ground waters) and where does it come 
from? 

2) Where does recharged water go (and how quickly), and how 
does the quality of recharged water change when underground? 

3) What are the risks associated with recharging groundwater 
with reclaimed water? 

4) What are the costs and benefits of the various uses of reclaimed 
water and their associated levels of treatment? 

 
(distilled from over 85 questions/concerns) 
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Moving into Phase 2, we are using information gathered from the first phase to get scoping for the study off the groundOne of the key outcomes was a list of 85 questionsGathered from the advisory group, public opinion research, interactions with the publicThose questions were distilled down into these 4 question areas, What is in our water in terms of contaminants?What happens to recharged water – what is the fate and transport of contaminants?Are there risks with recharging reclaimed water?What are the costs and benefits of various treatment levels or different uses of reclaimed water?As we move into study scoping in Phase 2, these questions form the basis for developing the study framework and scope of work,



Community Advisory Group 
 Phase 2 Meetings: 

 Preparations for public workshops 
 Review of draft presentations and displays 
 Staffing assistance for workshops 

 Discussion about draft study framework and scope 
 i.e. does the approach address community questions/concerns? 

 Technical presentations 
 i.e. interested in more detail – risk assessment, tracer study and 

hydrologic modeling 
 Discussion of Peer Review results 

 i.e. does Peer Review Panel feel technical approach is sound, 
credible, objective 
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Phase 2 involved a series of 4 meetingsContent for those meetings focused on:Preparations for public workshops…Technical presentations that delve a bit deeper into proposed study activitiesThat helped to satisfy their interest in the science of the study, but they also spent a fair amount of time helping us  prepare for public involvement activitiesVery interested in results of Peer Review work – in their role, they have been instructed by our Board of Directors to remain skeptical, ask hard questions, make sure the study effort is objective, so they are anxious to learn from  the panel if the approaches in the scope are technically sound, credible



Phase 2 Public Involvement 
 Focus Groups 

 3 focus groups 
 Tested various terms and phrases 

 Pharmaceuticals and Personal Care Products  
 (before and after treatment) 
 Reclaimed Water 
 Groundwater Recharge 

 Tested the narrative about the study 
 Changed name of the study and  
  the way we describe it! 
 Now the: 
  Reclaimed Water Infiltration Study 

 

Reclaimed Water  
or  

Recycled Water 
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Part of Phase 2, conducted focus groupsTo help us prepare to actively engage the general publicImprove how we communicate about the study and the very technical, complex topics that are involved3 focus groups – variety of age groups and interestsTested various terms and phrasesBy showing the groups photos of things and asking how they would refer to themOr asking which terms they prefer based from a list of optionsTerms tested:Also tested the narrative we had been using to explain what the study is aboutAnd its fair to say we failed that test! Worked to simplify concepts and include more visualsActually changed the name of study based on focus group resultsVery helpful in preparing for the workshops



Phase 2 Public Involvement 
 Public Workshops 

 2 workshops – October and December 
 Confirm community questions have been identified 
 Introduce the study framework and scope 
 Gather feedback at workshops and online  
 Modest attendance  
       but rich feedback 
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Public WorkshopsHeld a series of two workshops late last year as part of the scoping effortFirst to introduce the general study framework, based on all the community questions we had gathered in Phase 1Confirm community questions have been identifiedSecond workshop to introduce the main concepts in the study scopeBoth workshops used the same format:Open house with 6 information stationsFollowed by presentationsFollowed by small group discussionsModest attendance but great feedbackOffered presentations on website and asked for feedback online with modest response
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Photos from first workshopInfo stations great opportunity for people to ask detailed questionsLots of help from Community Advisory Group members in staffing these workshopsGathered up all the input from the workshops and other sources,Compiled it into the bigger list of community questionsBeen useful as a tool in recent discussions about scopingas a reality check against the draft scopeTo see which community questions will be addressed and which will not 



Phase 2 Outcomes 
 Key Outcomes of Phase 2: 

 Engage the community in scoping 
 Find a balance between: 

 Addressing varied public questions/concerns 
 Establishing a scope for technical work  
     that answers the primary study question 

 

 Advisory Group Outcomes: 
 Active role in preparing for workshops 
 Growing understanding of technical concepts 
 Confidence in the credibility of the final scope 
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Overall, Phase 2, made a concerted effort to engage the public in scoping and study designUltimately, hope to find a balance in addressing community questionsRecognize that we cannot answer all their curiosities about these issuesHope to address their burning questions about the safety of recharging reclaimed water into groundwaterAdvisory group:Was incredibly helpful in preparing for and staffing the workshopsThey improved their understanding of technical issuesTheir confidence in the integrity of the study effort has grown over the two phasesThey seem to be very confident in the credibility of the studyAnd still very engaged – all of the members present at the last meeting (11 of the 13) agreed that they would like to continue their service on the advisory group into Phase 3 of the study



Phase 3 



Community Advisory Group 
 Phase 3 Role: 

 Field trips and hands on learning opportunities 
 Existing infiltration facility 
 Field work of study 
 Future infiltration sites 

 Regular meetings 
 Fewer in 2014 & 2015, ramping up in 2016 
 Hear about study findings 
 Help develop public engagement materials and activities 

 Support public engagement activities 
 Encourage people to attend and get involved 
 Attend, staff, make presentations at Public Workshops  
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For Phase 3, the role of the advisory group will continue to include bothPublic involvement activities and review of the science,Really boils down to this group helping us to translate the science and the findingsIn ways that will help the public understand and that will facilitate community conversations about optionsFor the first two years, meetings will be less frequent and include field trips and learning opportunitiesAs the field work and analyses wrap up, the work of the advisory group will ramp upWith more frequent meetings and public involvement activities



Phase 3 Public Involvement 
 Revamp web presence 

 Streamline content 
 Videos of frequently asked questions 

 Source control campaign 
 Partner with local media 
 Partner with community groups 

 Presentations at standing meetings 
 Co-sponsor special events/forums 
 Newsletter articles 

 Public  workshops or community cafes 
 Present study findings 
 Encourage community conversations 
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Some of the public involvement activities that are planned for Phase 3 include:Revamping the study web site, making it more engaging, including simple videos about study related topics or activitiesA source control campaign to promote careful purchasing and proper disposal of medicines and household and personal care productsEngaging local media to cover the study and invite the public to get involvedWorking with community groups to reach people where they are already engaged, like standing meetings that they already attend or special events sponsored by a group they are involved with or an article in a newsletter they routinely readToward the end of the study, we will need to hold some special events – workshops or community cafes – to share study findings and facilitate conversations to weigh alternatives 



Questions? 
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